Ⅰ. Security Trends- November 2010
1. Malicious Code Trend

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20
malicious code variants reported this quarter.

Malicious Code Statistics
The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20
malicious codes reported in November 2010.

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports

As of November 2010, Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack is the most
reported malicious code, representing 13.9% (915,675 reports)
[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

of the top 20 reported malicious code variants, followed by WinTrojan/Agent (810,341 reports) TextImage/Autorun (700,200 re-

As of November 2010, TextImage/Autorun is the most reported

ports).

malicious code, followed by Win32/Parite and Win32/Induc, respectively. 10 new malicious codes were reported this month.

The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported this
month.

[Fig. 1-1] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown
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As of November 2010, Trojan is the most reported malicious code,

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20

representing 45.8% of the top reported malicious codes, followed

new malicious codes reported in November 2010.

by Worm (16.2%) and Script (8.4%).

[Fig. 1-2] Top Malicious Code Type Comparison Chart

Compared to last month, the number of worm and adware increased, whereas, the number of Trojan, script and virus reports
dropped. The number of dropper, appcare, downloader and spyware was similar to the previous month.

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports

As of November 2010, HTML/Cve-2010-3962 is the most reported new malicious code, representing 18.1% (102,690 reports)
of the top 20 reported new malicious codes, followed by JS/Exploitcve20100806 (57,155 reports).

[Fig. 1-3] Monthly Malicious Code Reports

There has been an increase in malicious code reports in November, which increased 1,528,200 to 13,263,544 from 11,735,344 in
October.
[Fig. 1-4] New Malicious Code Type Breakdown

As of November 2010, Trojan is the most reported new malicious
code, representing 72% of the top reported new malicious codes.
It is followed by script (10%) and adware (6%).

Malicious Code Issues
Increasing exploitation of a zero-day vulnerability in IE (CVE-20103962)
AhnLab V3 MSS
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In Korea, the number of attacks against this vulnerability increased

a week after Microsoft released an advisory about the zero-day
vulnerability in IE (CVE-2010-3962) on November 4. The number is
falling steadily, but we still need to be cautious, as a variant could
emerge to avoid detection. Caution needs to be taken as a security update has not been released for the vulnerability.

Malware attacks aimed at Facebook chat feature
A Trojan has been reported to spread via Facebook chat feature.
Attackers used to send links to malware via messages, but they are
now sending malicious links to malware (Win-Trojan/Seint.61440.
AA, Win-Trojan/Ircbrute.61440.C, Win-Trojan/Seint.69632.V) on
chat messages. The distribution channels are as below:

[Fig. 1-5] Increase in attacks by JS/CVE-2010-3962

[Fig. 1-6] Malware distributed via Facebook chat feature

JS/CVE-2010-3962 that exploits the vulnerability downloads mal-

It is similar to a past case of worm distribution via instant messag-

ware from an external system. This malware steals online game

ing. Attacks cannot be launched in real time via Facebook mes-

account information to further infect your system. The number of

sages, and unchanging malicious links can be easily blocked. But,

attacks against web browser vulnerabilities is increasing because

malicious links can be sent in real time over Facebook chat. With

many websites are being exploited to distribute malware through

the number of Facebook users increasing worldwide, the rate of

attacks such as SQL injection. Caution needs to be taken as a se-

Facebook-related malware activity is rising. Exercise caution when

curity update has not yet been released. Use an antivirus software

using SNS services and do click any untrusted links.

while keeping your web browser up-to-date, and for further details, refer to the following MS Advisory:

Spam message forged to appear as sent by Korean National Police

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2458511

Agency

International-event-related malware and spam campaign

Social engineering technique of forging a message to appear as
sent from a trusted sender is increasing. “Daegu National Police

New cyber attacks linked to the Nobel Peace Prize ceremony and

Agency- Cyber Crime Center (Witness Summons)” themed spam

G20-related malicious spam campaign were reported abroad this

campaign with malicious file attachment was in the beginning of

month. A malware with the filename of ‘The 16th Asian Games

this month. The spam message is as below:

[space].exe’ was also reported. The source of the malware is still
being investigated. When executed, it creates a damaged ‘The
16th Asian Games.pdf’ file to trick the victim. Then, it steals the
name, OS information and IP address of the infected computer
and attempts to access two specific websites. The G20-related
spam is distributed under the subject, “G20 Issues Paper”. This
malware also creates a *.doc file to trick the victim and attempts
to access a specific website. Nowadays cyber criminals are taking
advantage of international events to distribute malware. Since
they usually distribute malware via spam mail, you are advised

[Fig. 1-7] Spam message

not to open any attached files or click any links. If you come across
any suspicious file, report it on AhnLab’s website

The message lures victims into downloading the file attachment

(http://www.ahnlab.com/kr/site/securitycenter/virus/virus.do)

to check the summons. However, if you download the attachment
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and open it, your computer will be infected with Win-Trojan/Spa-

A malware disguised as an Asian Games document was reported

rats.593498. The message was converted to text format as below.

right before the opening of the games. The name of the malicious

We found links to a specific file.

file is “The 16th Asian Games [space].exe”. Trailing spaces have
been used at the end of the name to hide the extension. It is also
disguised as a folder icon to lure victims into opening it.

[Fig. 1-10] Malicious file disguised as folder icon

The trailing spaces are used at the end of the filename to “hide”
[Fig. 1-8] Message with links to malicious file

the extension as below:

Even if an email seems to be from a trusted sender, always exercise

[Fig. 1-11] Hiding file extension with trailing spaces

caution when clicking any links or downloading any attachments.
G20 related malicious spam campaign
Spammers took advantage of the G20 summit in Korea to peddle

“Hide extensions for known file types” (Windows XP) will be set as
default when you install Windows.

malware. The subject of the spam was “G20 Issues Paper”. The
message contains a link to a .zip file. The zip file is supposedly is
a Word document. When run, it opens a Word document to make
the victim believe that the file they downloaded is legitimate.

[Fig. 1-12] “Hide extensions for known file types” set as default

If you have not unchecked this option, the file extensions will not
appear in all folders as below.

[Fig. 1-13] Extensions for known file types hidden as default

If you run the malicious file, a PDF file will be created in a folder.
[Fig. 1-9] Word document that seems legitimate

It also drops aTrojan in the background - which modifies the registry in order for the malicious file to be run every time the computer is turned on.
Malware disguised as Asian Games document
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And, the folder in which the PDF file is created will open. But, the
PDF file is a damaged file. It is just to hide the execution of the
malware.

Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

[Fig. 1-14] Damaged PDF file

Cyber criminals could take advantage of international events like
the Asian Games to distribute malware to cause widespread damage. So, users must take extra caution. If you come across such
suspicious file or accidentally execute it and infect your computer,

[Fig. 2-2] Monthly malicious code intrusion: website

report it on AhnLab’s website for guidance.

Fig. 2-2 above shows the monthly malicious code intrusion of

2. Security Trend

websites. The number of intrusion rose slightly from the previous

Security Statistics

spoofing attacks in the beginning of September, but the number

Microsoft Security Updates- November 2010
Microsoft released 3 security updates in November.

month Many of our customers reported damages caused by ARP
of reports dropped owing to security solution providers releasing
updates and the government blocking malicious sites. However,
the attackers kept on distributing variants. We discovered several variants in October and November – the name of the malicious file that used to be fixed now changes randomly. Users are
advised to exercise caution as attackers are not only exploiting
MS10-002 and MS10-018 vulnerabilities to distribute malware,
but also an IE zero-day vulnerability (CVE-2010-3962)1that has not
been patched yet.
Security Issues
Another Internet Explorer Zero-Day vulnerability

[Fig. 2-1] MS Security Updates

IE vulnerabilities are being reported over and over again. Another
IE zero-day vulnerability was reported this month. It affects IE6,
IE7 and IE8, and involves CSS handling. Attackers exploit this vulnerability to call a document with the following codes through
IE to cause memory corruption. The EIP value at crash time is not
controllable and depends on the exact version of the mshtml li-

[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for November 2010

Three security updates were released this month. Two were for
vulnerabilities in MS Office, and one for Forefront vulnerabilities.

brary used by IE. This means that the exploit is not universal for
all the IE versions. Heap spray will probably be more successful
on different versions of mshtml but will definitely slow down the
exploitation

There are no details on the vulnerabilities yet, but they are ex-

<html>

pected to be available, since security updates have already been

<table style=position:absolute;clip:rect(0)>

released for the vulnerabilities. Users are recommended to install

</html>

the security updates provided by MS to prevent security threats.
1.CVE-2010-3962 : http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2010-3962
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It seems that the original purpose of the “clip” properties (besides
allowing system compromise) is to manipulate table borders in
certain elements. It should look like this:

15% of Internet traffic into China?
It has been revealed that on April 18 of this year 15% of the world’s
Internet traffic was briefly redirected through computer networks

img

in China for 18 minutes. This issue was addressed in the annual re-

{

port on bilateral relationship released by US-China Economic and

position:absolute;

Security Review Commission, a congressional committee on No-

clip:rect(0px,60px,200px,0px);

vember 17. The Internet traffic redirected to Chinese computers

}

included Internet traffic from the US Pentagon and the Office of
Secretary of Defense, and also commercial websites such as Dell,

When run on IMG and table, the EAX registry values are different

Yahoo!, Microsoft, and IBM.

as it can be seen below:

IMG

TABLE

EAX 7E3A3398 mshtml.7E3A3398

EAX 7E3A33F1 mshtml.7E3A33F1

ECX 019B5804

ECX 019B7BC0

EDX 02000000

EDX 3FFFFFFF

EBX 0012D934

EBX 0012D6A0

ESP 0012D8AC

ESP 0012D658

EBP 0012D8B8

EBP 0012D664

ESI 00000000

ESI 00000000

EDI 019B5804

EDI 019B7BC0

EIP 7E411A8A mshtml.7E411A8A

EIP 7E411A8A mshtml.7E411A8A
[Fig. 2-4] Article from ABC News

IMG was executed properly with DS:[7E3A33C8]=7E3FC90D (msh
tml.7E3FC90D), TABLE was terminated with DS:[7E3A3421]=0D7E3
FC9.

Internet routing is a process used to determine which path data
can be sent. Data is supposed to travel along the most efficient
route. Exchange of data between networking equipment typically relies on “trust-based” transactions. The process, however, could

If NOP+SHELLCODE is added to 0D7E3FC9, the codes will get ex-

be subject to manipulation if networking equipment in a remote

ecuted.

location, such as China, advertised a route claiming to be the
most efficient data path. A state-owned Chinese telecommunications firm, China Telecom, “hijacked” massive volumes of Internet
traffic during the 18-minute incident. The Chinese could have carried out eavesdropping on unprotected communications — including emails and instant messaging. Since traffic moves around
the world in milliseconds, the computer user would not have noticed the delay. Although there is no way to determine what Chinese telecommunications firms did to the hijacked data, incidents
of this nature could have a number of serious implications. This

[Fig. 2-3] Windows Calculator opened by exploiting vulnerability

level of access could enable surveillance of specific users or sites.
This security breach could be potentially very damaging given
the large amounts of data transferred across the Internet every
second.
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3. Web Security Trend

Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

Web Security Statistics
Web Security Summary
As of November 2010,
there

were

reported
codes,
[Table 3-1] Website Security Summary

of

85,349
malicious

923

types

reported

mali-

cious code, 821 re-

ported domains with
malicious code, and 3,202 reported URLs with malicious code.

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

The number of reported malicious codes and URLs with malicious code have decreased from last month, but the types of

Monthly URLs with Malicious Code

malicious code and number of reported domains increased.

Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

[Fig. 3-4] Monthly URLs with Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-1] ] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-2] Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code

As of November 2010, the number of reported URLs with malicious code decreased 8% to 3,142, from 3,404 the previous month.
Distribution of Malicious Codes by Type

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
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l Attack Vectors: The attacker, who is an authorized system

user, simply changes a parameter value that directly refers a
system object to another object the user isn’t authorized for.
l Security Weakness: Applications frequently use the actual

name or key of an object when generating web pages. Applications don’t always verify the user is authorized for the target
object. This results in an insecure direct object reference flaw.
Testers can easily manipulate parameter values to detect such
flaws and code analysis quickly shows whether authorization is

[Fig. 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

properly verified.

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

l Technical Impacts: Such flaws can compromise all the data

that can be referenced by the parameter. Unless the name
space is sparse, it’s easy for an attacker to access all available
data of that type.
l Business Impacts: Consider the business value of the exposed

data. Also consider the business impact of public exposure of
the vulnerability.
2) Attack scenario
The application uses unverified data in a SQL call that is accessing
[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

Web Security Issues
OWASP 2010 TOP 4
Since Vol. 6, we are reviewing the OWASP Top 10 for 2010. In this
issue, we will go look into the OWASP top 4 application security
risks of 2010 – Insecure Direct Object References 1
The application security risk for insecure direct object references
is as follows:curity

account information:
String query = “SELECT * FROM accts WHERE account = ?”;
PreparedStatement pstmt =connection.prepareStatement(query , …
);
pstmt.setString( 1, request.getparameter(“acct”));
ResultSet results = pstmt.executeQuery( );

The attacker simply modifies the ‘acct’ parameter in their browser
to send whatever account number they want. If not verified, the
attacker can access any user’s account, instead of only the intended customer’s account.
http://example.com/app/accountInfo?acct=notmyacct

[Fig. 3-6] Application security risk for insecure direct object references

3) Prevention
Preventing insecure direct object references requires selecting an

1) Details

approach for protecting each user accessible object (e.g., object
number, filename).

l Threat Agents: Anonymous external attackers, as well as us-

ers with their own accounts, who may attempt to steal accounts
from others. Also, insiders wanting to disguise their actions.
1.www.owasp.com, café.naver.com/securityplus
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l Use per user or session indirect object references: This pre-

vents attackers from directly targeting unauthorized resources.
For example, instead of using the resource’s database key, a
drop down list of six resources authorized for the current user

could use the numbers 1 to 6 to indicate which value the user
selected. The application has to map the per-user indirect reference back to the actual database key on the server. OWASP’s ESAPI includes both sequential and random access reference maps
that developers can use to eliminate direct object references.
l Check access: Each use of a direct object reference from an

untrusted source must include an access control check to ensure the user is authorized for the requested object.
[Reference]
OWASP
l OWASP Top 10-2007 on Insecure Direct Object References
l ESAPI Access Reference Map API
l ESAPI Access Control API (See isAuthorizedForData(), isAuthorizedForFile(), isAuthorizedForFunction())
External
l CWE Entry 639 on Insecure Direct Object References
l CWE Entry 22 on Path Traversal (example of Direct Object Reference attack)
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